
#1,500

Gift Your Loved Ones Something Special This Season;
Practicing Circularity in Simple Ways.

Circular Products Catalogue 
December 2022 Edition

#8,500
#9,000

Woven Square Coasters 
with Batik (set of 4)

Paper bags made from  water
hyacinth & post-consumer paper

waste..



Quadloop
Quadloop is a social enterprise
company that aims to develop
affordable solar lanterns and
home systems produced with a
lower environmental impact. We
are determined to be at the
forefront of the technological
renovation that will lead to a
responsible, carbon–neutral
product era. 

We relieve the environmental
pressures of exploitation of
natural resources for both
battery production and the entire
product design and development
by applying a 0 – mining policy by
sourcing 70% of our materials
entirely from Electronic waste.

Product Description: 
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Price:

Delivery Timeline:
Available:

#22,000

Nationwide Delivery

3-5 days

Categories: Electronics

Made from 70% Recycled Material

Idunnu is a portable solar wall
lantern made out of 70% recycled
electronic and plastic waste
materials, designed to be fixed at
any point where light is needed.
IDUNNU also gives the user the
option to charge their mobile
phones, radios, touches, and Mp3
players.

A holiday discount of #2,000 will be
available till January 16th 2023.

Product Feature #001
Solar lantern/Idunnu

Lagos, Nigeria

www.quadloop.africa

@Quadloop Creations

@quadloopcreate

@quadloop

Fortune: +2347011480702
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http://www.quadloop.africa/


Quadloop

Quadloop also
provides Installation of

solar lanterns and
home systems as one

of their business
services.

Interested in any of these

products from Quadloop? 

Visit www.quadloop.africa

to order or contact 

Fortune on +2347011480702
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Product Feature #002
Home System/ Idunnu Pro

A holiday discount of #10,000 will be
available till January 16th 2023.

Product Description: 
IDunnu Pro is a flagship of our
SHS range it comes with 3
lighting ports and a twin 12v
output suitable for Dc fan and an
internet router also had a
regular/type C USB port with a
300Wh battery capacity.

Price:

Delivery Timeline:
Available:

#120,000

Nationwide Delivery

14 days

Categories: Electronics

Made from 70% Recycled Material

All products come with a
separate delivery fee
depending on location.



JUBI Cashew
Spirit
Jubril Olawumi, MD of Jubol Integrated Services Ltd, visited Nigeria in
2014 with some Austrian friends experienced in distillation of fruit spirit.
This is when Jubril decided to return back home and start the
experiment to extract and distill juice from the cashew apple. A fruit,
that is considered a waste product and usually thrown away, contrary to
the cashew nut which is being processed and used in many products
nowadays. 

Once perfected, it led to the creation of a premium spirit, now tested
and approved both in Nigeria and Europe. We see the cashew apple as
our gold and offer our knowledge to the entire cashew industry in order
to increase product quality, define standards and create value by
offering services and bi-products. All that will help to change the image
of the agricultural sector and utilize the big market opportunities linked
to the untapped cashew apple.
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Product Description: 
A trail blazing premium aqua
vitae extracted from farm fresh
cashew apple, double-distilled
and bottled on a cashew
plantation in South West Nigeria. 

Price:

Delivery Timeline:

Available:

#15,000

Lagos & Abuja. Other
locations on request. 

3-5 days

Product Feature #003
JUBI Cashew Spirit

Quantity: 750 ml bottle

Sliquors, Victoria Island, Lagos
Walk In Store:

A holiday discount of #2,000 will be
available till January 16th 2023.
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JUBI Cashew Spirit
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Categories: Consumables

Bolaji Alonge: 
09068836078/08146492900
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ThinkBikes
Small businesses face difficulties
in transporting their goods, this
account for losses and food
waste according to the world
bank. Our current transportation
depends only on fossil fuels
which is getting very scarce and
also increasing in price. This
account for high cost of
commodity which makes cost of
living high for the general public.
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Product Feature #004
ThinkBikes Alpha

We are making electric cargo
bikes available for an affordable
last mile transportation for small
businesses. This will make them
maximize profit and improve the
economy generally. We are
selling and also offering a lease
and PAYGo services to our
customers.
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ThinkBikes Limited

@thinkbikesng



ThinkBikes

Product Feature #005
ThinkBikes CoolMAX

Product Description: 
An electric cargo bike with
refrigeration unit for cooling of
perishables and frozen food.
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Delivery Timeline:
Available: Nationwide Delivery

3-5 days

Categories: Transportation

Product Description: 
An electric cargo bike capable of
300kg and 50 to 100km range. 

Delivery Timeline:Available: Nationwide Delivery 3-5 days

Contact 08034278508 for price
and discount details

Contact 08034278508 for price and discount details
100% Payment before delivery
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Product Feature #006
Decanter with glass cover

Product Description: 
The decanter with glass cover
can be a used as a bedside
decanter with the drinking glass
as its cover which also
encourages proper hydration.

Price: #22,500

Igo Glass 
Recyclers Limited
We are Nigeria's Premier Glass Recycling studio located in Lagos. Lagos
is a city on track to become the third largest economy in Africa, with a
population of over 20 million and growing, the need to recycle, re-
purpose and reuse the glass waste while engaging and training the
youth does not only addresses the challenge of urban waste, but of job
creation.
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Delivery Timeline:

Available: Nationwide Delivery

3-5 days and availability of stock.

Products are for room
temperature and cold contents
only. NOTHING HOT.

+2349093455884Contact:

Categories: Kitchenware

Made from 100% recycled glass 

Lagos, Nigeria

@igoglass

www.igoglassrecyclers.com/
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Interested in seeing other

products from Igoglass

Recyclers? 

@igoglass

https://igoglassrecyclers.com/


Igo Glass Recyclers Limited

Product Feature #007
Lily vase
Lily vase can be used for decoration and can be made in diverse colors
that we have in stock. Products are handmade and every piece is special.
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Price:

Delivery Timeline:
Available:

#20,000

Nationwide Delivery

3-5 days

Categories: Kitchenware

Made from 100% recycled glass 

+2349093455884Contact:
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Igo Glass Recyclers Limited
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Product Feature #008
Jar set with drinking glasses

Product Description: 
A jar with six drinking glasses makes a set.

Price:

Delivery Timeline:
Available:

#45,000

Nationwide Delivery

3-5 days

Categories: Kitchenware

Made from 100% recycled glass 

+2349093455884Contact:

Products are for room temperature and cold contents only. NOTHING HOT.
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We are social and environmental impacts startup, leveraging waste
recycling to alleviate poverty as we improve the quality of life of button
of pyramid people to source waste for rewards/incentives. Such as
payment of their children school fee, while recycling waste papers into
low-cost, eco-friendly ceiling tiles to ease high cost of building
materials.

Eco Circular Solutions 
Provider Ltd

Product Feature #009
ECOceiling tiles

Product Description: 
A low-cost, eco-friendly, non-
asbestos ceiling tiles made from
waste paper.
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Price:

Delivery Timeline:

Available: Nationwide Delivery

3-5 days

Categories: Building Materials

Made from 100% Recyclable Material

4 pieces (measured 1.44Sqm) 

Adebayo Babatunde: 
08073876470

Contact:
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 Iwo, Osun State
@ecocircularsoln

 #2,600



RODELENZ 
INDUSTRIES
As a photographer, I observed that gear is generally imported and
therefore expensive. I decided to create some solutions for myself, using
plastics and paper waste. I went on to discover the unique properties of
certain waste products and this allowed me to create the RODOME. The
RODOME is a simple light modifier that can be used on any flash gun. It is
far more affordable than the imported alternatives.

Product Feature #010
RODOME V1

Product Description: 
This is a simple light modifier
that is made from food
packaging and dead LED BULBS.
It can be used on any flashgun.
This modifier is easy to use and
can be easily carried around.

All products come with a
separate delivery fee
depending on location.
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Price:

Delivery Timeline:
Available:

#5,000

Nationwide Delivery
3-5 days

Categories: Photography

Made from 100% Recyclables 

Contact: +2349058195643
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A holiday discount of #1,000 will be
available till January 16th 2023.



DigitAgric Integrated
Limited
At DigitAgric, our process starts with rice. The rice plant absorbs carbon
dioxide, and we use the husk and other agricultural waste to create
products for the soil: organic biochar and biochar-based fertilizer using a
smokeless process known as pyrolysis. When the farmers apply our
products on their crops, the carbon is buried in the soil, where it remains
for hundreds of years.

These products are:
1. Processed and packaged rice
2. Biochar
3. Biochar based fertilizer
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Product Feature #011
DigitAgric Rice

Product Description: 
DigitAgric rice consist of two different brands. These are long grain rice
and short grain rice or brown rice (ofada rice). They are locally made
rice grown and processed in Nigeria. They are 100% stones and
impurities free.
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Price: #5,000 Quantity: 5kg



DigitAgric Integrated Limited

Product Feature #012
Organic Biochar

This is produced from rice husk
that instead of being burnt, are
transformed through a
smokeless process into a carbon
rich format. It helps regenerate
degraded soils and increase
yields by conserving nutrients,
hosting beneficial
microorganisms and retaining
soil moisture.
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Categories: Agriculture

Consumables 

Price:

Delivery Timeline:
Available:

#4,000

Nationwide Delivery

3-5 days

Categories: Agriculture

Price:

Delivery Timeline:
Available:

#5,000 for a 5kg pack

Nationwide Delivery

3-5 days

Mr. Adegoke Adewale:
08062302047

To order any product

from DigitAgric, Reach us

via:

Quantity: 25kg

@digitagric1
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DigitAgric Integrated Limited

Product Feature #013
Biochar Based Fertilizer

This combines biochar and other organic nutrients from organic
materials. It has been one of the approaches adopted to solve the
issue of poor soil health and food insecurity. It helps regenerate
degraded soils and increase yields by conserving nutrients,
hosting beneficial microorganisms and retaining soil moisture.
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Price: Delivery Timeline:

Available:

#5,000

Nationwide Delivery

3-5 days

Categories: Agriculture
Quantity: 25kg
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Printy and Packer

We're creating 100% tree-free paper
packaging to serve as sustainable
alternatives to plastic packaging and
tree-based paper packaging
materials. We recycle water
hyacinths, agricultural waste, textile
waste and post-consumer paper
waste into paper packaging
materials.

Product Feature #014
Banana Stem Paper Bags 

Product Description: 
Paper bags made from banana
stems & post-consumer paper
waste.
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Price:

Delivery Timeline:
Available:

#1500 per bag

Nationwide Delivery

7 working days

Categories:
Sustainable Packaging

CEIP Circular Product Catalogue 2022

Lagos, Nigeria

www.printyandpacker.com

@printyandpacker

08123967979

Minimum of 12 bags per order.
Size: A4 size length

https://printyandpacker.com/


Printy and Packer

Product Feature #015
Water hyacinth paper bags 

Product Description: 
Paper bags made from water hyacinth and post-consumer paper
waste.
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Price:

Delivery Timeline:
Available: Nationwide Delivery

7 working days

Categories:
Sustainable Packaging

100% 
tree-free paper 

packaging 
materials 
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Minimum of 12 bags per order.
Size: A4 size length

#1500 per bag



Pearl Recycling
Pearl Recycling is a social
enterprise focusing on the
creative reuse of solid waste,
vocational skill empowerment
and circular economy advocacy.
We understand the
disenfranchisement of the
artisanal waste sector and we are
building platforms to empower
this sector using waste as a
Resource.

Product Feature #016
Storage Ottomans
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Price:

Delivery Timeline:
Available:

#25,000

Nationwide Delivery
3-5 days

Categories:

Furniture and fittings

Thinking of the Boujee gift
packaging that serves many
purposes, a Box, a Table and a
Storage? then, look no further. 

Our Storage Ottomans, made
from 100% upcycled rubber is the
answer. It's made with the
highest precision and perfection.

Product Description: 

We build sustainable furniture
and decor from waste, train
people on waste to furniture
skills and work with
organizations to build waste-
inspired playgrounds and public
spaces.

Interior Decor
Holiday discount of #5,000 is available
till January 16th 2023.

Kristen: 08033716573Contact:
CEIP Circular Product Catalogue 2022



Pearl Recycling

Product Feature #017
Coxe Accent Chair

Product Description: 
Round Accent Chairs are
uncommon but ours isn't only
limited, it's also a piece of luxury.
It's having a piece of rare art
made out of the desire to save
the earth. When you purchase
one, you save the earth.
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Price:

Delivery Timeline:
Available:

#60,000

Nationwide Delivery

7 working days

Categories:
Furniture and fittings

Interior Decor

Kristen: 08033716573Contact:
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Furniture and fittings

Interior Decor

Holiday discount of #5,000 is
available till January 16th 2023.

Product Description: 
The perfect sapce needs the
perfect piece of art and this is
what our ottomans gives. Made
out of rubber waste and
delicately upcycled with the
finest of fabrics and leather. It
comes in any colour of choice
and you can add fluffy pillows to
your order.

Price:

Delivery Timeline:

Available:

#30,000

Nationwide Delivery

7 working days
Categories:

Kristen: 08033716573

Pearl Recycling

Product Feature #018
Ottomans
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@ecotectureng

Interested in any of the

products? Reach out to us

through the following

channels
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Joela 
(JRee sustainable bags)
We wanted to contribute to reducing textile waste, so we designed a line
of bags using off cuts sourced locally. Each bag is a mix of fabric (off cuts)
and leather. They come in 3 sizes. We also have totes and the JRee
slippers. They are all made in Nigeria by female entrepreneurs. 

Product Feature #019
JRee handbags 

The JRee sustainable handbags are made from offcuts and leather, made
by a young female entrepreneur in Nigeria. The layers and multi textures
of fabric and leather, gives the bag an interesting look and feel. It has an
inner zipper pocket in the large and medium sizes.
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JRee Large        "12”                 "10”                "1.5”               "11”               

JRee Medium    "10”                 "7”                  "2”                  "11”

JRee Mini              "6”               "4”                   "0.5"                "11”

Size            Length            Height             Width          Strap drop    Price

N25,000 

N20,000 

N12,000 

Holiday discount of #2,000 is available till January 16th 2023.
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Joela (JRee sustainable bags)
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Delivery Timeline: Available: Nationwide Delivery3-5 days
08033019736Contact:

JRee Tote  

Price: N39, 000

Holiday discount of #4,000 is
available till January 16th 2023.

Delivery Timeline:
Available:

Categories: Circular Fashion

Categories:

The JRee sustainable totes
are made from offcuts and
aso oke, made by a young
female entrepreneur in
Nigeria. 

The layers and multi textures
of fabric and the traditional
Yoruba attire of aso oke, gives
the bag an interesting look
and feel.

Size: 
Length 18”; Height 14”; Width
7.5”; Handle drop 11”

Product Feature #020

Circular Fashion

3-5 days

Nationwide Delivery

Colors may differ. Refunds only within 24 hours of
delivery in its original condition. 
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Joela (JRee sustainable bags)
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Product Feature #021
JRee slippers   
Our Limited Edition JRee slippers is a reminder to self - be comfortable yet
elegant in all you wear. These slippers have a 2.5 inch heel that gives that
delicate balance between height and comfort. Perfect for semi casual
occasions and owambe after parties. 

Available in:
Orange/green mix slippers - size 37 and 39
Black/white/yellow mix slippers - size 40, 41, 42

Price: N40, 000
Holiday discount of #2,000 is
available till January 16th 2023.

Nationwide Delivery

3-5 days

Circular Fashion

Delivery Timeline:
Available:
Categories:

08033019736Contact:

All products come with a
separate delivery fee
depending on location.
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Clozetsales is a circular fashion brand

and we offer preloved fashion

decluttering services and resale on

our online & offline marketplace. 

We have also curated an educational

resource called the Clozetsales

Declutter Kits, complied to educate

fashion consumers on the reality of

fashion pollution, their role and how

we can collaborate to minimize the

negative effects. 
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Price:

Delivery Timeline:

Available:

#5,500

Nationwide Delivery

3-5 days
Categories:

Clozetsales 
Product Feature #022
Clozetsales Declutter Kits

The Declutter Toolkit is an educational tool for fashion consumers,
conversations on circular fashion are simplified with actionable tips and
steps. It comes with a sewing kits and declutter bags. 

Circular Fashion

Holiday discount of #1,000 is
available till January 16th 2023.

08062149135
Contact:
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Baams Creatives 

Baams creatives is a sustainable
footwear brand that produces
shoes from leather and plastics.
We offer quality, affordable and
sustainable footwear, suitable for
men and women from age
15years and above.

Our product includes slippers,
sandals, shoes and half shoes. 

Product Feature #023
Men Loafer Shoe
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High quality Loafers made with
recycled pieces suede and patent
leather with component recycled
plastic 
 
Available in sizes 40-46
Available in color brown, wine
and black 

Price:

Delivery Timeline:
Available:

#23,000

Nationwide Delivery

5 -7 days

Holiday discount of #2,300 is
available till January 16th 2023.

0701 336 0446Contact:
Categories: Circular Fashion
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Baams Footwear

Product Feature #024
Eco slides 

Product Description: 
Highly durable female Slippers
mades with recycled LDP
plastics. 

Easy to maintain, Water resistant.
Available in color brown, black,
blue and yellow.
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Price:

Delivery Timeline:
Available:

#8,000

Nationwide Delivery

5-7 days

Categories: Circular Fashion

Would you like to see more from Baams Footwear?

Reach us on any of the following channels:

Holiday discount of #800 is
available till January 16th 2023.

0701 336 0446

Product Feature #025
Eco slides (Unisex) 

Product Description: 
Durable Eco slides for unisex
Made from 100% recycled LDP
plastics. 

Easy to maintain, Water resistant.
Available in brown & black colors
Available in sizes 37-46

Price: #10,000
Holiday discount of #1,000 is
available till January 16th 2023.

Delivery Timeline: 5-7 days

Categories: Circular Fashion

@baamscreatives
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All products come with a
separate delivery fee
depending on location.

MITIMETH
MITIMETH is an award-winning Social Enterprise. We are a cause driven
brand, transforming waste (aquatic weeds, agricultural residues) whilst
creating alternate livelihoods for 150+ women and youth in the Creative
Manufacturing Handmade sector in Nigeria. 

Our vision is to create environmentally and economically thriving Maker
communities and to become Africa's #1 choice in natural fiber home
décor and accessories.

Product Feature #026
Woven Tissue Box

Product Description: 

Price:

Delivery Timeline:
Available:

N6,500

Nationwide Delivery
3-5 days

Natural home accessory skillfully crafted with woven water hyacinth and
colorful fabric. A decorative piece to hold your box of tissues.

Each basket is tightly woven for added stability. 

Holiday discount of #500 is
available till January 16th 2023.

+2347057081482Contact:
Categories: Lifestyle

 Lagos and Ibadan
@mitimeth.ng
@mitimeth_



MITIMETH

Product Feature #027
Woven Square Coasters 
with Batik (set of 4)

Product Description: 
Rest your tropical cocktails, mocktails or
mugs of coffee on our handwoven water
hyacinth and batik coasters. Handcrafted of
water hyacinth and batik by a community of
weavers and textile dyers in Nigeria, the
coasters emphasize the durability and
natural beauty of this quick-growing invasive
weed, while the neutral finish shows off the
texture and intricacy of the weave. Caddy
included.
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MITIMETH

Product Feature #027
Woven Square Coasters 
with Batik (set of 4)
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Price:

Delivery Timeline:
Available:

#9,000

Nationwide Delivery

3-5 days

Categories: Lifestyle

Holiday discount of #500 is
available till January 16th 2023.
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Product Feature #028
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MITIMETH

Ahenema Tote Basket
Product Description: 
A great conversation starter and
attention seeker. This gorgeous, unique
and authentic basket lets you store
more in style with convenient handles.
A refined texture that is 100%
handmade with natural water hyacinth
natural in Nigeria.
Each basket is tightly woven for added
stability. 

Price:

Delivery Timeline:

Available:

#15,000

Nationwide Delivery

3-5 days

Holiday discount of #2500 is
available till January 16th 2023.

+2347057081482Contact:
Categories: Lifestyle
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Get your products
featured in the
Circular Products
Catalogue 2023
Edition 2

0
2
3

Are you a circular product manufacturer or
producer?
 
Does your organization operate within the
circular economy model? Do your products
have reduced or completely no need for virgin
resources?

If YES, then this is an opportunity to have your
products featured in "the Circular Products
Catalogue" 2023 edition, today.

Share with your favorite
circular vendors today.

Register now:

bit.ly/CEIPwaitlist2023

https://bit.ly/CEIPwaitlist2023
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@ceip_africa

CEIP| Circular Economy Innovation Partnership

info@ceipafrica.org


